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There’s a huge range of videos you can make 
for your organisation. The easiest way to 
improve audience engagement for any of 
them, is to have their structure follow a 
simple pattern:

Problem. Solution. Result.

Starting any video with a problem that’s 
relevant to the viewer is far more likely to 
capture and retain their attention. The more 
compelling the problem, the more likely 
they’ll want to see the outcome resolved.    

On the following pages is an example that 
gives you some guidance. Use the blank 
document afterwards to plan your own 
project structure.

Step 1: Find problems to solve
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How can the subject matter be framed as a problem (or problems) to be solved?
HOT TIP: Try listing all the potential problems, then picking the strongest or most important

What video would you like to make?

What’s the solution to this problem? How can you outline it in the clearest way possible?
HOT TIP: Try making it into a three-point list; this anchors it in the viewer’s mind

What’s the outcome?
HOT TIP: Try to highlight the emotional as well as factual outcomes 

A update about the new sales process.

THe sales team has flagged up a few issues that have been holding them back.

The changes to the product don’t make sense
THe information on new leads isn’t detailed enough, so they don’t feel prepared.
The product demo is often unresponsive, which can be embarassing.
The sales script is too restrictive
The pipeline process isnt clear, which makes things confusing.

1. The new CRM software will give you far more detail than before. 
2. The product demo has been optimised to run faster in all browsers.
3. The pipeline process has een updated and streamlined.   

These changes will make the whole sales process much simpler. The sales team will be completely clear about the 
steps to go through, and will be confident and assured on all calls from now on.  

Example



Who will you hear from?
Who do you need to hear from to outline this problem, its solution and the result that solving this 
problem achieves?  This could be one or more people. What do you want them to say? 

What can you show?
Is there anything that can be �lmed that will demonstrate the problem, its solution and its result? 
It’s always better to ‘show rather than tell’ where possible, so write down some ideas below.  
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We need to talk to Jonathan who is Head of the Sales Team

He needs to give us an overview of the changes to the CRM software

 •Who he is and why we’re talking to him
 •What’s changed in the Sales process. Most specifically the CRM system.
 •Why it’s better than it was
 •What we hope this will achieve. Why this is better for employees, but also for our customers.
 •When we’re going to be making the switch over
 •How employees can find out more

We should film Jonathan in a Sales Team meeting talking to the team about what we’re doing

We should film various members of the Sales team on the phone with clients.

We can film them using their computers to access the new CRM. We should also make it very clear that this is now 
accessible across all Android and Apple devices - so show it on a tablet and also on a phone.

We could film someone (probably Jack our Sales Team Manager) using the product demo on his computer to show 
how much more smoothly it is running.

We should film some general shots of the office - interior and exterior



What video would you like to make?

How can the subject matter be framed as a problem (or problems) to be solved?
HOT TIP: Try listing all the potential problems, then picking the strongest or most important

What’s the solution to this problem? How can you outline it in the clearest way possible?
HOT TIP: Try making it into a three-point list; this anchors it in the viewer’s mind

What’s the outcome?
HOT TIP: Try to highlight the emotional as well as factual outcomes 

Add your logo hereOutline



Who will you hear from?
Who do you need to hear from to outline this problem, its solution and the result that solving this 
problem achieves?  This could be one or more people. What do you want them to say? 

What can you show?
Is there anything that can be �lmed that will demonstrate the problem, its solution and its result? 
It’s always better to ‘show rather than tell’ where possible, so write down some ideas below.  

Add your logo hereOutline



So what next? Now it’s time to take all that 
information and put it into an easy-to-follow 
brief for the person who’s going to be doing 
the �lming. They don’t need to know all the 
ins and outs - just give them simple, 
achievable tasks.

On the following pages is an example that 
gives you some guidance. Use the blank 
document afterwards to create your own 
project brief.

If you have more than 1 contributor doing the 
�lming, then just duplicate the process with 
instructions aimed speci�cally at each 
contributor.

Step 2: Turn creativity
into concrete tasks



Your brief:

Task 1

Filmers name

Location

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

Task 2

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

Please remember to:

HI Phil, we’re putting together a video about the new sales process - 
please could you use your phone to film some clips. Just complete 
the tasks below - it shouldn’t take long and should be fun!

•Tidy the office before filming
•Get the brand in the shots
•Use the new company name!

Please introduce yourself - what do you do? Make sure Jon looks at the camera when answering!

Where are we today & What are we doing here?

What issues were the sales team having? How did these issues make them feel?

What steps have you taken to solve the problems?

What will the outcome be once the new system’s in place?

Where can the team find out more?

Please start with “We are here today at the....”

Interview Jonathan our head of sales - ask him the following questions and record his answers 

Film Jon as he presents to his team Get the whole group in shot if possible

Film Jon as he presents to his team from a different angle

Film Jonathan in a group presentation with his sales team

Film Jon as he presents to his team Stand closer and film Jon only

Turn around and film the team listening Get as many people in shot as possible

Film more of the team listening Stand closer and film just one person

Film more of the team listening Film a different person

Film one of the team asking Jon a question Ask them to write down Jon’s answer

Phil Jackson

Our main office in London
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

Task 3

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

Task 4

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

Go outside and film Jon walking into the office Get our sign and branding in shot!

Stand close to our sign and film it

Film the office

Film the office Stand in the corner and get as much in as possible.

Move the camera from the sky, down onto the sign

Film our company values on the wall Stand close, but make sure it’s all in shot

Example Video Content Planner
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Film Jack using the new CRM system

Film the screen as Jack goes through the entire process

Film Jack’s hands on the mouse and keyboard

Stand behind him and film the screen over his shoulder

Get really close to the screen

Film a close up of Jack’s face

Film a different member of the sales team on the phone

And another member of the Team

Film various shots

More of the same please!

Film a member of the Sales Team on the phone

Film Jack using the CRM system



Your brief:

Task 1

Filmers name

Location

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

Task 2

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

Please remember to:
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Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

Task 3

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter

Task 4

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Question/Direction Tip or example sentence starter
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Of course production doesn’t stop there... 
You’ve planned the project. You’ve briefed all 
your contributors and they’ve �lmed 
everything you requested. You’ve got great 
building blocks to work with, but it still needs 
to be edited into an engaging �nal video. 

Reducing a video’s length to the bare 
miniumum will increase engagement, and 
improve the experience for your audience. 

Use the simple checklist on the following 
page and you’ll soon be turning your content
from good, to great. 

Step 3: Keep it lean
to keep them keen



You’ve got all the clips from your contributors, and you’ve put together a good edit. But how do you 
turn it into a great edit?

Does the edit follow the pattern of ‘problem / solution / result’? How could you 
move things around so you follow this pattern?

Are you following Step 1?

Have you cut out everything that isn’t relevant to the ‘problem / solution / result’ 
structure? Can anything else be removed that won’t be missed?

Are you following Step 3?

There’s no point saying the same thing twice, so if you have 2 people saying the 
same thing then choose the best and lose the rest.

Say it once, not twice

Are there any ‘umms’, ‘ahs’ or hesitations that could be cut out of the edit? Use 
any non-interview shots to cover the edit you’ve now created.

Ummm, ahhh, like...

Rule 2 can apply to viewers as well! What do you want viewers to do next? Give 
them a concrete task to complete. How do they �nd out more or buy your 
product? Include your website or contact details in your call to action

Are you following Step 2? 

Checklist

Whether you’re doing the editing yourself, or overseeing the process, this simple checklist will help 
you to identify what needs to be removed so the content that remains really comes to life; resulting in 
an improved viewing experience that boosts engagement.

Add your logo here
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That’s it! 3 simple steps to take your 
video production to another level. 

By following these steps you will soon be
directing, collecting and perfecting content that will

engage your audience, and enhance your brand. 

If you’ve found this Video Content Planner useful, then take the 
next step and see how the  Capture Captain app can make it

even easier to create truly authentic video productions.

Find out more and try the app FOR FREE today!


